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Quickbit signs its first customer on Abicart's
e-commerce platform

Today, Quickbit announces that the first customer on Abicart's e-commerce platform has been
signed. This marks the initial step in Quickbit's strategic collaboration with Abicart, providing
Quickbit access to a large and growing network of merchants.

 
In early November 2023, Quickbit entered into a cooperation agreement with the e-commerce
platform Abicart. This collaboration grants Quickbit access to an extensive network of merchants,
totaling approximately 2500.

Now, Quickbit signs its first merchant through the platform – a vendor of locks and security products.
The merchant has expressed great enthusiasm for the opportunity to activate Quickbit Pay as a
payment solution, thereby offering its customers a modern and seamless payment experience.

While Quickbit Pay has not yet been integrated into Abicart, Quickbit expects the integration of the
payment service to be completed shortly.

"I am pleased that we have quickly managed to sign our first customer with Abicart, who is as eager
as we are to go live with our solution. Now, we look forward to continuing our expansion on Abicart's
platform and announcing more successful customer activations in the near future", says Jesper
Sundström, Head of Growth at Quickbit.

For further information, please contact:
Daniel Sonesson, CEO
+ 46 73 530 30 25
ir@quickbit.com

------------------------------------

Quickbit is a Swedish fintech company founded in 2016 with the goal of making the integration of
cryptocurrencies into the everyday lives of people and companies smoother. Today, Quickbit offers
safe and easy-to-use products for e-merchants as well as customers. With a transaction volume to
date in excess of €1 billion, Quickbit has already enabled and empowered individuals around the
world, through the use of cryptocurrencies. Quickbit has been listed on NGM Nordic SME since July
2019. For more information, please visit www.quickbit.com
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